. One explanation for switch costs is that selecting a task set produces "inertia" that carries over beyond the point of its relevance, leading to interference with current processing demands (Allport & Wylie, 2000; Gilbert & Shallice, 2002; Evans, Herron & Wilding, 2015; Kiesel, Steinhauser, Wendt, Falkenstein, Jost et al., 2010; Yeung et al., 2006) . This inertia/carry-over view is consistent with a large body of task-switching phenomena. However, clear evidence about the origin and the temporal dynamics of task-set carry-over is surprisingly sparse.
One way to explain carry-over effects is in terms of a direct "collision" between the still-active settings carried over from the trial n-1 task and the currently-relevant settings (Gilbert & Shallice, 2002; Kiesel et al., 2010) . For example, there is evidence that people have privileged access to information that occupied working memory in the immediate past (e.g., McElree, 2001 ). Also, some task-switch phenomena, such as the particularly large switch cost for response repetitions, seem to originate specifically from the pre-switch trial (Mayr & Bryck, 2005) . In case of a special status of the immediate past, we would expect a discontinuity between carry-over effects originating form the pre-switch trial compared to task-set carry-over that arises from earlier trials. Such a discontinuity might come in the form of particularly large interference effects from preswitch trials.
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Carry-over effects may also simply reflect the passive memory consequence of past selection instances that are recorded in memory (Bryck & Mayr, 2008; Dreisbach, 2012; Mayr, Kuhns, & Hubbard, 2014; Waszak, Hommel, & Allport, 2003) . In fact, in standard task-switching situations with two competing tasks, the potential source of trialto-trial carry-over and the potential source of memory-based task-set interference are identical and therefore cannot be distinguished. If task-set carry-over is a more general memory phenomenon, we would expect a gradual decline of task-set interference as a function of the number of trials that separate the current trial from potentially interfering tasks.
In order to distinguish between these possibilities, we combined eye-tracking and a task-switching paradigm with three, instead of two tasks. We used tasks where subjects had to judge either the color, the position of a gap, or the shape of objects (see Figure 1 ).
Each stimulus display contained potential target objects for each of these tasks, which allowed us to track eye movements to the current target (e.g., color), the recent distractor (e.g., gap), and the remote distractor (e.g., shape). Recent work with similar methods has established that participants show frequent attentional capture from distractor objects, in particular on switch trials (see Longman, Lavric, & Monsell, 2013; Mayr et al., 2013) .
Further, assessment of fixations to targets versus distractors provides high-resolution information on how conflict between currently relevant and irrelevant attentional settings is resolved.
By using three instead of two tasks we can distinguish between involuntary fixations to the distractor associated with the pre-switch task (e.g., lag-1 on switch trials) from fixations to the distractor associated with the less-recently used task (i.e, lag-2 or Task-Set Carry-Over 5 more on switch trials). We will refer to the first as the "recent distractor" and the latter as the "remote distractor". A large difference in interference effects for the recent versus the remote distractor would potentially suggest that the most recent trial does in fact play a special role in producing task-set carry-over.
A known factor that strongly influences both switch costs and fixations to distractors (e.g., Mayr et al., 2013; Monsell & Mizon, 2006) is the overall stability of the task environment. Therefore, we manipulated the rate with which task switches occurred between subjects. For the first group we used a switch rate of 33%, which implies an above-chance probability of task-repetitions. Here, it should be rational for subjects to adopt a top-down bias towards the most-recent past, which in turn may lead to particularly large carry-over form the lag-1 attentional setting on switch trials. For the second group, tasks were selected randomly (i.e., a switch rate of 66%), which should discourage task maintenance across trials and instead extend the focus towards lessrecently used tasks.
Method

Subjects
Forty-eight University of Oregon students participated in exchange for course credit. Subjects were randomly assigned to the low switch rate (33%) or the high switch rate (66%) group.
Tasks, Stimuli, and Procedure
On each trial, twelve objects, each with a height and a width of 2.2° were presented on a virtual circle (radius=7.9°). Nine of the objects were gray circles, serving as neutral stimuli. Each of the remaining three objects carried a task-relevant Audio task cues instructed one of the three tasks. Two sets of verbal cues were used (color/hue, gap/space, or shape/form), which were alternated across trials. This procedure eliminates immediate cue repetitions and thus potential effects of cue priming (Mayr & Kliegl, 2003) . The audio cue was a synthetic voice (created using the Mac OS X built-in text-to-speech), edited to last exactly 300 ms. The interval between the beginning of a trial and stimulus onset was 1100 ms. Within that interval, the cue was presented either after 100 ms, leaving a long cue stimulus interval (CSI) of 1000 ms or after 800 ms, leaving a short CSI of 300 ms (see Figure 1 ).
Subjects were seated with their chin stabilized by a chin rest with their eyes approximately 50 cm from the monitor. A 17-inch CRT monitor set to 1024 X 768 resolution was used for stimulus presentation. Eye movements were measured using the Task-Set Carry-Over 7 SR Research desk-mounted Eyelink 1000, controlled by the Eyelink Toolbox in MATLAB (Cornelissen, Peters, & Palmer, 2002 ) at a rate of 1000 Hz. Fixations were recorded when neither a blink nor a saccade was present, and saccades were defined for each pair of successive data samples for which the velocity of eyes exceeded 30°/s or the acceleration surpassed 8,000 °/s 2 .
Subjects started with three single-task practice blocks, and one task-switching block followed by 20 actual test blocks, in which the order of single-task practice blocks was counterbalanced across subjects. Block length was always 40 trials. Calibration for eye position registration occurred after the end of practice blocks and repeated every four blocks. During test blocks, incentives were used to encourage participants to use the preparatory interval induced by CSIs, using the same procedure as in Mayr et al. (2013) .
Results and Discussion
RTs, Dwell Times, and Accuracy
We excluded error trials, post-error trials, and any trials in which RTs were shorter than 150 ms or longer than 4000 ms. In addition, for fixation analyses, recent and remote distractors cannot be defined until at least one switch trial occurred in a given block. Therefore, we only analyzed trials that followed at least one task switch. To analyze eye movements, we defined for each of the three stimulus types regions of interest in form of non-overlapping circles with a radius 2.0° of visual angle (65 pixels)
around each object. The recent distractor was defined by the target on the most recent pre-switch trial, which on switch trials is the lag-1 trial and in no-switch trials is lag-2 or more trial (i.e., task B in a AB or a AAB sequence, where the underlined letter indicates the current trial and the bold letter the source of interference). The remote distractor was Task-Set Carry-Over 8 defined as the task that was neither the current-trial task nor the pre-switch task (i.e., task
The upper panel of Figure 2 presents as stacked bar charts both overall RTs and dwell times to each of the three stimuli on the screen (i.e., average total time per trial fixating a stimulus); Table 1 contains results of the corresponding statistical analyses.
For RTs we replicate previous results (e.g., Mayr et al., 2013; Monsell & Mizon, 2006) :
Switch costs were reduced for the long-CSI condition (i.e., the preparation effect) when switch rate was low, but there was a general reduction of switch costs and in particular an elimination of the preparation effect when switch rate was high. Note that under high switch rate, short-CSI no-switch RTs showed a marked increase, which is consistent with the interpretation that with frequent task switches, subjects tend to update task sets even on no-switch trials, rather than maintain them actively across trials. For dwell times to the target, only the switch main effect was reliable, but none of the interactions. In contrast, for dwell times to recent distractors, we find a very similar pattern as for RTs and with very large effect sizes. The remote distractor showed a similar, but much more muted pattern with smaller effect sizes.
So far, the results suggest that in qualitative terms, the pattern of eye-movement carry-over effects is very similar to the pattern of RT task-switch effects. At the same time, the quantitative pattern of switch effects in dwell times was considerably smaller than for RTs. To better understand how time spent on distractors or targets translates into RTs, we conducted a mixed model regression analysis with the design factors (i.e., Switch Rate, CSI, Switch) and either the recent distractor, the remote distractor, or the target as additional fixed effect predictors (and all within-subject predictors also included Task-Set Carry-Over 9 as random main effects). We found that the distractor dwell time effects in Figure 2 underestimated their actual costs on the level of RTs to a considerable degree. Each millisecond spent on one of the distractors translated into roughly twice that time on the level of overall RTs (unstandardized coefficients for the recent and remote distractors were 1.83, t=28.52, and 2.21, t=25.45, respectively). Relative to that, time on target actually led to a speed-up (unstandardized coefficient for the target coefficient was 65, t=16.27). Thus, we can conclude that not only qualitatively, but also quantitatively the pattern of RT switch effects is represented to a substantial degree in the pattern of eyemovement carry-over effects.
For errors, there were significant CSI and Switch main effects, CSI, F (1, 46) = 6.48, p < 0.01, η 2 = 0.12; Switch, F (1, 46) = 12.87, p < 0.01, η 2 = 0.22 (see bottom panel
of Figure 2 ). However, neither the two-way interaction between CSI × Switch nor the three-way Switch Rate × CSI × Switch interaction were significant.
Fixation Probability
In order to characterize the within-trial time course of carry-over effects, Figure 3 shows the proportion of trials for which fixations fell near the target, the remote distractor, or the recent distractor. We focused on the initial 800 ms following stimulus onset (see also Mayr et al., 2013) , split into 25 ms time segments. The time course of fixations fully replicates the pattern seen in Experiment 2 of Mayr et al. (2013) .
Specifically, across all distractors and conditions, there was an early peak of distractor fixations between 300 and 400 ms that seemed largest for the recent distractor on switch trials. To simplify reporting of results, we focus here on the novel aspect, namely the Task-Set Carry-Over 10 difference between remote-distractor and recent-distractor fixations as an index of carryover.
The black bars in Figure 3 indicate the time segments for which the contrast between the recent and remote distractors was significantly larger for switch than for noswitch trials, separately for each of the four Switch-Rate/CSI combinations; the gray bars reflect time points that do not survive a permutation test to correct for multiple comparisons.
1 Obviously, the switch-specific carry-over effect was present even for the 66% switch-rate/long-CSI condition, although larger for the short CSI and the low switch-rate conditions. These results indicate that the interference trajectories documented by Mayr et al. (2013) in a two-task paradigm originate to a large degree from the most recent trial, but for higher switch rates also include less-recent influences.
Carry-Over beyond Lag-1 Trials
As a final step we attempted to more fully characterize the carry-over dynamics beyond the most recent trial. We retained all trials in which the task associated with the recent distractor occurred 1, 2, 3, or 4 trials earlier (i.e., AB, AAB, AAAB, AAAAB with current trial underlined and the potential origin of interference in bold) or in which the remote-distractor task occurred 2, 3, 4, or 5 trials earlier (i.e., ABC, AABC, AAABC, AAAABC; note that remote-distractor task could never occur on trial n-1). Figure 4 shows the probability of initial fixations to the recent and the remote distractor as a function of switch rate, CSI, and lag. As apparent, differences between the recent and the remote distractors were particularly large for short lags in the 33% condition (note the confidence intervals in Figure 5 ) and in general, fixations to the recent distractor showed a steeper and more non-linear lag effect in the 33% than in the 66% switch-rate than the 33% switch-rate condition is due to the fact that in the 66% condition subjects experienced actually more remote-distractor interference than in the 33% condition, at least for lag 1, t(46) =2.37, p<.05, and lag 2, t(46)=2.19, p<.05 . So far, these results show that remote-distractor interference becomes more potent as the switch rate increases and the next task becomes more unpredictable.
Next, we can ask again to what degree the pattern of distractor fixations can account for the corresponding pattern of RT effects. Figure 5 shows the RT pattern across lags together with RT values, predicted on the basis of the pattern of distractor fixations shown in Figure 4 . Specifically, the predictions were derived via linear regressions of
RTs on either only the recent-distractor fixations or on the sum of recent-distractor and Task-Set Carry-Over 12 remote-distractor fixations--the latter representing the aggregate carry-over effect from both types of distractors. As evident, the correspondence between the lag effects for RTs and the predictions derived from the sum of recent and remote distractors was high, (R 2 =.97) and substantially better than for the recent distractor alone (R 2 =.86)-in particular for the short-CSI, 66% switch-rate condition. The fit for the remote distractor alone was worse (R 2 =.71; not shown in figure) . In addition, to test the effects of recent and remote distractors directly on the individual-subject level, we regressed in a mixed linear model analysis the RTs across all within-subject conditions (i.e., CSI by lags) onto the corresponding rates of recent and remote distractor fixations as separate fixed-effect predictors, and also included switch rate (coded 33%=0, 66%=1) as well as its interaction with each of the two fixation predictors. All main effects were included as random variables. The results revealed not only that both recent and the remote fixations predicted RTs, but also that this predictive pattern changed as a function of switch rate.
For the 33% condition, each percentage point increase prolonged RTs by 10 ms, t=7.32, for recent-distractor fixations and by 4 ms, t=2.6, for remote-distractor fixations.
However, for the 66% condition, the recent-distractor influence decreased (nonsignificantly) to 8 ms, t=1.10, whereas the remote-distractor influence increased to 9 ms, t=2.37. Taken together, these results suggest that when subjects have reasons to expect a task repetition (i.e., in the 33% condition), RT costs reflect a strong, recency-dependent bias towards interference from the most recent task, at the expense of interference from the more remote task. However, when each task is equally likely to occur (i.e., in the 66% condition), the source of interference that is reflected in RTs shifts towards the more remote past.
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Conclusions
We found a marked increase in fixations to the irrelevant information that had been relevant on the previous trial in the case of switch trials. Because we used three different tasks, we were able to show that this switch-related increase in interference is stronger for more recently than for less recently used tasks. A similar pattern of results was recently reported by Longman, Lavric, Munteanu, and Monsell (2014) , albeit in a situation where each of three tasks was associated with a particular stimulus location.
The fact that we obtained evidence for previous-task carry-over even when stimulus locations and tasks were uncorrelated suggests that this is a general phenomenon, and not specific to cases where spatial attention can aid task selection.
2
One potential concern is that our fixation-based method captures just one aspect of task sets, namely the perceptual/attentional specification. Some models of taskswitching suggest that perceptual/attentional sets can be dissociated from response sets (e.g., Meiran, 2000) . Thus, we cannot rule out that different carry-over dynamics are associated with these different task-set components. However, we found that both in terms of average results and in terms of trial-to-trial variability (see Figures 2 and 5 ), information contained in recent-distractor fixations, and to a lesser degree in remotedistractor fixations, was very similar to the pattern of RT effects. Therefore, we can be confident that method of assessing across-task interference does reflect important aspects of typical task-switching effects.
Is there evidence in our results that the immediately previous trial has a special status in producing carry-over effects? Interference was indeed particularly large for the Task-Set Carry-Over 14 task that was relevant on the lag-1 trial and showed a steep and non-linear decline across successive lags in the 33% switch-rate condition. Given that here subjects had good reasons to expect task repetitions, this carry-over pattern likely is the consequence of a top-down control setting that favors maintenance of the current attentional setting, but on switch trials leaves them particularly vulnerable to interference from the pre-switch task (for a somewhat different interpretation of the switch-rate effect of switch costs, see Monsell & Mizon, 2006) . In the absence of such a maintenance control setting (i.e., in the 66% switch-rate condition), the change in interference as a function of lag was less steep and the difference between the recent and remote distractors almost disappeared, in large part because the bias towards the remote distractor increased (see Figures 4 and 5) .
Thus, in this condition task-set interference is spread in a more balanced manner across possible tasks, consistent with the fact each task is equally likely to occur next.
Combined, we believe that our results are most compatible with the view that in unpredictable task environments, task-set carry-over follows largely a simple recency gradient. At the same time, task environments with few task changes can induce topdown control settings that bias this interference gradient towards the most recent past.
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Figure Captions Error bars reflect within-subject 95% confidence intervals for the difference between remote and recent distractors, tested separately for each lag. Note, that for any given trial, the lag of the remote distractor was always one trial farther back than that of corresponding recent distractor (e.g., ABC vs. AB). 
